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As to the limits of the “Migration Act” 

and the limits on the conduct of the Constitutional Court 

in a democratic society 

  

  

At the centre of the review of constitutionality at issue is the question of whether the 

legislature may, in certain special circumstances, deny aliens coming from a safe third 

country – a country that is a signatory to the prohibition of torture and inhuman treatment 

stemming from international, European, and constitutional national acts and that does not 

have systemic deficiencies in this field – detailed and comprehensive individual treatment as 

regards denial of their entry into a new safe country and of their stay in its territory.  

  

It is utterly indisputable that in ordinary circumstances such cannot be done if an alien claims 

that in his or her individual instance there nonetheless exists a threat that in a country that is 

otherwise safe and to which he would be returned he or she would nevertheless be tortured 

or treated inhumanly, or that that country would return the alien to a state where such would 

allegedly occur. As soon as an alien claims that there exists such a threat and until a final 

decision regarding his or her claims is adopted, that person has, in ordinary circumstances, 

the right to enter the country of reception (i.e. the new safe country) and to stay there until 

the adoption of a final decision on his or her application.  

  

However, in the case at issue, the Constitutional Court is not faced with the question of how 

to act in ordinary circumstances. On the contrary, the whole point of the reviewed amended 

articles of the Act at issue is to attempt to answer that question in a situation wherein special, 

entirely extraordinary circumstances arise. In Article 10a of the AlA-2, the legislature 

stipulated that it is for the National Assembly to decide, upon the proposal of the ministry 

[responsible for the interior] and the Government and by taking into account the principle of 

proportionality, whether the regime determined by Article 10b [of the same Act] (which 

prescribes the possibility that such applications of aliens who come from so-called safe 

countries, i.e. those which are signatories to the mentioned constitutional documents, are 

expeditiously rejected) should potentially apply. In accordance with the express provision of 

Article 10a, such assessment or balancing in accordance with the principle of proportionality 

as to whether to potentially apply the regime determined by Article 10b is only performed 

when a situation so very exceptional occurs wherein the functioning of the state’s vital 

functions or of its central institutions could (potentially) be threatened. And even in such 

circumstances, as already mentioned, Article 10a expressly requires that the National 

Assembly take into account the principle of proportionality when deciding whether to apply 

Article 10b.  
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It is completely indisputable that the Act at issue regulates an extraordinary, even 

exceptional situation wherein we, as the state, committed to protecting human rights would 

be faced with the thankless task of resolving a difficult dilemma – which of the contradicting 

sets of equally fundamental and equally “absolute” human rights to protect, as in such 

exceptional circumstances it becomes apparent that the state, whatever action it takes, will 

interfere with one or the other, or even with one and the same (sic!) “absolute” human right. 

Whoever maintains intellectual fairness must not turn a blind eye, like the majority of this 

Court, to the fact that such unusual circumstances can occur at a certain point in time – in 

view of the changed circumstances in the migration reality – and that the Act was intended to 

regulate precisely that in advance (the majority [of judges], conversely, attribute the Act 

untrue content, as if the purpose of Article 10b was to deny rights in an ordinary situation, 

sic!). Let us take a look at a hypothetical situation. In changed circumstances, it could 

someday happen, for instance, that from all the neighbouring countries, crowds of millions of 

people in need of help pour onto the Slovene border and into Slovene territory. Let us 

imagine the circumstances in which their temporary stay at the border and in Slovenia could 

be completely bearable, provided that such crowds would be appropriately distributed in the 

safe countries in proximity. In the event that Slovenia, in conformity with Article 10b, were not 

allowed under any condition to reject their applications for entry and stay, but would have to 

accept each and every one of them until a final decision is adopted, such could entail, under 

certain circumstances, that Slovenia would allow and thus also by itself cause torture and 

inhuman treatment of significant proportions, and such in circumstances in which it could 

have easily prevented this torture of significant proportions by applying Article 10b, both on 

the territory of Slovenia and on the territory of the neighbouring countries. It is possible to 

imagine a scenario in which during such a mass arrival of crowds, which we as humanity are 

obliged to take care of, Slovenia would run out of funds to a degree that would threaten the 

functioning of the central vital institutions and thus of the state as such. In the midst of winter, 

thousands of people, both aliens and citizens, would be dying and freezing. Since we would 

be obliged to unselfishly share the assets of society with such a radically increased number 

of people in order to save lives and to provide for other basic human needs, which otherwise 

is the right thing to do, it is a fact that the remainder of citizens and foreigners would be 

victims as well; first those from the lower social class, who would be the first to be left without 

the urgently necessary support of the national social system (the vital functions of the state 

would be incapacitated), and then those in hospitals, to whom it would no longer be possible 

to provide basic health care, which in ordinary circumstances would enable persons to regain 

their health easily, whereas then such health care would no longer be accessible and would 

amount to death, severe suffering, or a permanent deterioration of health. At least a major 

part of the population would also experience severe forms of hunger, which in accordance 

with international case law is likewise a form of torture and inhuman treatment. We can 

imagine numerous other situations wherein the commitment to accept [such crowds] and to 

provide them full procedural treatment in some manner of extraordinary circumstances would 

lead to mass interferences with the most fundamental absolute human rights – to mass 

violation of the prohibition of torture. In accordance with the established interpretation of 

European supranational and national constitutional courts, a number of forms of the non-

fulfilment of the minimum conditions ensuring a life worthy of a human being fall within the 

definition of torture and inhuman treatment. The essence of exceptional scenarios lies in the 

fact that they expose the undeniable fact that, unfortunately, in life there also exist such 

“collisions” of two “absolute” and equally fundamental human rights, even of the same human 
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right (sic!), where the state is faced with the thankless task of resolving the following 

dilemma: the inability to exclude torture or inhuman treatment in the event of the removal [of 

migrants], on the one hand, and, in the described circumstances, even significantly more 

severe torture and inhuman treatment of mass proportions, on the other. Whoever would 

claim that the thankless task of resolving this dilemma does not exist or cannot exist would 

not speak the truth and would not be acting in an intellectually fair manner and one would 

need to question the intention of that person. 

  

Since such or similar exceptional situations are, naturally, possible, it is legitimate and 

necessary that also the legislature thinks of them in advance, as the body that is tasked with 

regulating the circumstances in a certain state, and that is even obliged, in this thankless 

task, to observe the principle of proportionality at least in the event of a collision of the same 

rights. This is precisely what the legislature expressly wrote in the statutory provision, as it 

prescribed in Article 10a that the National Assembly decide on the application of Article 10b 

in exceptional, extraordinary situations, upon the proposal of the ministry and the 

Government, “by observing the principle of proportionality.” If we observe the principle of 

proportionality, this provision perhaps tells us at least that once the applications are rejected 

and the crowds appropriately and systemically distributed among the safe countries in 

proximity such that mass torture and inhuman treatment would not occur – it would perhaps 

be consistent with the Constitution or even constitutionally necessary to adopt a decision, as 

the alternative, i.e. that by accepting people we cause mass inhuman treatment and torture 

or we know that that is what we will cause, is unacceptable precisely due to the prohibition of 

(even more severe and even) mass forms of torture or inhuman treatment. If this is so, the 

Act could perhaps be – due to the cleverly written condition of proportionality regarding the 

decision that the regime determined by Article 10b is to be applied – consistent with the 

Constitution. Such concurrently entails that the underlying reasons of the majority, which 

erroneously force the idea that we are assessing ordinary circumstances and erroneously 

presuppose that a violation of the absolute prohibition of torture can only occur in one 

direction and not in the other, are logically inconsistent and do not attempt to resolve the real 

dilemma that lies at the core of the issue and hence remains unresolved and even 

untouched. 

  

After I persistently attempted to make the majority address the issue and resolve the 

described dilemma, the majority ultimately decided to circumvent the core of this issue in an 

unusual way. Instead of addressing the question of whether the law is unconstitutional 

despite the fact that in exceptional circumstances it envisages, as regards an unavoidable 

interference with “absolute” rights (which, as one can tell, are perhaps in the end really not so 

absolute – I am leaving this question open for now) that it is necessary, whether one likes it 

or not, to observe the principle of proportionality, the majority simply fabricated the concept 

that the assessed statutory provisions all of a sudden regulate encroaching rights in ordinary, 

not extraordinary circumstances (sic!). However, this “circumventing manoeuvre” is not valid 

and the majority dared to apply it despite the fact that it is clear not only to the legislature but 

to all Slovenes who followed the adoption of these special statutory provisions amid lively 

discussions that the purpose of the statutory amendments at issue was to regulate the 

situation in extraordinary circumstances, i.e. changed circumstances wherein the “vital 

functions of the state” and the functioning of the central institutions are or would be 

threatened, as expressly determined by the statutory diction. By such a forceful 

reinterpretation of the statutory amendments at issue, the wording thereof, as well as a 
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reinterpretation of the completely known purpose, i.e. by claiming that it was meant to deny 

human rights in perfectly ordinary circumstances, the majority acted, in my opinion, unfairly in 

relation to the legislative branch of power. What motive led the majority to not only avoid the 

central intellectual challenge of responding to the thankless task of resolving the dilemma at 

the core of the assessed regulation, but also to change the purpose and the meaning of the 

statutory provision is something that I leave to the citizens of Slovenia – in the name of which 

the Court is supposed to adjudicate – to make a final assessment thereon. My assessment is 

that instead of addressing the core of the legal and intellectual dilemma, which is a difficult 

and thankless task, although it is decisive, the majority rather let itself confirm the “correct” 

position among the prestigious political battles concerning these statutory amendments that 

we witnessed. Thereby, whether one likes it or not, it decided in a political and also in an 

intellectually malnourished manner, instead of in a legally and intellectually fair manner. The 

eternal battle between the will and the mind. 

  

Since the majority was unwilling to delve into the core of the issue and assess it (as follows 

from the above-described thankless task of resolving this dilemma, the result of a fair 

assessment would be anything but clear), also I myself did not have the possibility to 

comprehensively and in an intersubjective manner examine this legal and intellectual 

essence and to adopt a position thereon, an essence which now, unfortunately, has been 

swept under the rug. I knew of this dilemma from my exclusively academic profession before 

I assumed office as a Constitutional Court judge. I know that this is a first-class constitutional 

dilemma that also and in particular the highest court of every democratic state based on the 

Enlightenment idea is called on to resolve. Hence, as regards the core substantive question, 

my position in this separate opinion is on purpose not (yet) explained. Notwithstanding that, 

the underlying reasoning of the majority is so unacceptable to me and internally contradictory 

(with the argument that the prohibition of torture is absolute and that balancing is not allowed, 

the majority carried out precisely a balancing, namely such that in exceptional circumstances 

the majority made the decision to carry out torture of even greater proportions obligatory with 

constitutional power, whereby it violated its own underlying reasoning for the decision) that I 

could not vote in favour of a decision that is in its entirety based on such basis, nor could I 

vote in favour of the conclusion, which was based on the incorrect reinterpretation of Article 

10a (i.e. that the regulation at issue concerns ordinary circumstances), that only Article 10b is 

unconstitutional. The essence is namely hidden in Article 10a and the Court did not wish to 

assess that, although it could have done so and, in my assessment, also should have done 

so. 

  

The place where in my assessment there could nevertheless lie an unconstitutionality is the 

imprecision of Article 10a and, consequently, the unconstitutionality of Article 10b (however, 

we unfortunately did not decide to abrogate the two Articles on this consistent basis, with 

which I perhaps could have concurred). Even though it is clear that the purpose of the 

assessed statutory amendments is to regulate extraordinary and exceptional situations 

wherein the vital functions of the state are (or could be) threatened and, as a result, also the 

fundamental human rights in the territory where Slovenia is obliged to implement the 

observance thereof, the wording of the amended provisions could nonetheless be elaborated 

in more detail. In particular, due to the fact that the question concerns a possible interference 

with the most fundamental rights, it would perhaps be necessary, in accordance with the 

principle of predictability and precision, i.e. a requirement determined by Article 2 of the 

Constitution, to prescribe in more detail what, concretely, it means that at a certain point in 
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time the vital functions of the state are (or could be) threatened, and how exactly such a 

situation differs from exceptional circumstances or war, which is in principle completely 

possible. The fact that the Constitution expressly only mentions exceptional circumstances, 

on the one hand, and ordinary state of affairs, on the other, but not any third, fourth, or fifth 

exceptional circumstances, naturally does not in any way prevent [the adoption of the 

position] that, as regards the relevant differences, exceptional circumstances on the ground 

should be considered differently than ordinary circumstances. The position that the 

Constitution only mentions ordinary and exceptional circumstances or war is the reason 

behind the view that by the assessed statutory amendments the legislature wished or had to 

regulate an ordinary situation (tertium non datur) is only another substantively empty 

formalism by which the majority attempted to avoid deciding on the presented substantive 

core of the dilemma; however, this is where the desired result, which is known in advance 

(“but, does this mean that we will be unable to abrogate the Act?”), is no longer ensured. 

  

  

  

A P P E N D I X 

  

I wrote the above dissenting opinion already when the first decision in the case at issue was 

drafted on 26 June 2019. A formal revote then followed – I changed my vote and voted 

against the decision, because the reasons in my own separate opinion convinced me that I 

disagree with the majority to the point that I cannot concur with the decision. So, in revoting, I 

voted against, for the reasons I described in the dissenting opinion above; therefore, I am 

leaving the separate opinion unchanged in its entirety.  

  

Today, on 27 September 2019, I add thereto this “Appendix”, in which I act in accordance 

with the oath I took stating that I would act in accordance with my conscience and as an 

independent judge. Therefore I wish to inform the public that, following my decision to vote 

against the decision and the drafting of my dissenting opinion, there were inadmissible 

pressures on me to change the content of my separate opinion, and also complete untruths 

were stated ex post so that some of my colleagues would be cleared before the public of the 

criticism I expressed in my separate opinion. I am obliged to protect my judicial 

independence by publicly revealing such behaviour of some my colleagues, which is 

inadmissible in a democratic society. 

  

The pressures exerted on me were even such that outside formal sessions of the Court 

different parts of my separate opinion were shown to me – i.e. my thoroughly and honestly 

substantiated positions and perceptions – and it was suggested that I change them! I 

rejected as fiercely as possible the suggestions that I change in any way the content of my 

separate opinion, because the conclusions and revelations contained therein are true and 

thoroughly substantiated, although they are unfavourable to the position of the majority. If 

necessary to protect my judicial independence, which is something I took an oath to do in 

front of the citizenry, I will also publicly speak of the details of this part of such pressure.  

  

Moreover, after I rejected the pressure to change the content of my separate opinion in order 

to protect my judicial independence, the improprieties did not cease. Subsequently, as we 

formally reached a new decision (i.e. the revote mentioned above), Judge Accetto attempted 
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to relativise the claims in my separate opinion by announcing that in his separate opinion, 

which he was only about to start drafting, he would polemicise against the allegation in my 

separate opinion that the approach in the decision-making was result-oriented. However, in 

doing so he stated a direct untruth. He claimed that none of the judges said the words that I 

quoted at the end of my separate opinion. I revealed therein that a part of the logic in the 

decision-making of some of the judges was that if we take into account the principle of 

proportionality when interpreting the challenged Article, which in “torture-torture” dilemmas is 

inherently unavoidable and which is also expressly required by the challenged Article, “such 

entails that we will be unable to abrogate the Act”, which was the “argument”, which dispelled 

any doubt as to which line of argumentation should have been chosen. Judge Accetto was 

opposed to this part of my separate opinion so that after the revote, in his separate opinion, 

which he did not submit before the revote, he would be able to relativise my claim regarding 

the decision-making and thus show before the public a different image of the Court’s 

decision-making (i.e. one that is not result-oriented) than it actually had been. However, his 

denial that such a claim had been made is untrue. It was the reporting judge who made the 

quoted statement and I also protested against that statement at the time, in the same way as 

I have already done a number of times when either the same judge or any of my other 

colleagues expressly acknowledged the result-oriented manner of decision-making of the 

current composition of the Constitutional Court. Namely, I have heard a number of times 

statements unacceptable to me, such as: “this is the right result, we must find out the easiest 

way to reach that decision.” Every time, including in the case at issue, I responded with 

criticism to such statements. In fact, both in legal theory and among constitutional law 

professionals, result-based decision-making is unanimously considered to be worthy of utter 

contempt, as it entails a violation of judicial independence and impartiality. A judge must 

always remain open as to the end result and must only follow the line of argumentation, 

whatever result such argumentation eventually leads to. The result becomes known only at 

the very end, when nothing but argumentation leads – or does not lead – you there. This is 

the only way the role of an independent and impartial judge is realised. It has happened too 

many times that the current composition of the Court acted oppositely, and sometimes 

individual judges – as in the case at issue – even added completely inappropriate express 

statements to such actions, which did nothing less than expressly acknowledge the result-

oriented decision-making. All of the above is incompatible with the notion of independent and 

impartial constitutional adjudication as understood by the free democratic tradition of the 

West.  

  

Judge Accetto hence felt the call to relativise in front of the public this part of my criticism by 

means of an untruth that he can include in his separate opinion (he is writing it after he has 

already read mine, whereas I cannot do the same) and thus create the impression among 

the public that everything was perfectly fine during decision-making and that no statements 

were made as to the result-oriented decision-making. Ideally, some of the other judges would 

then join his separate opinion in that part and the impression would be created in the public 

that Judge Jaklič stated an untruth. I allow the possibility that perhaps Judge Accetto did not 

hear the problematic statement during the session (although such a statement should have 

“awoken” every judge from an inattentive state), but his past conduct in a similar situation 

where admitting the truth was at issue does not support such a benign interpretation. 

  

When decision-making in a very similarly politically charged case was at issue, namely in the 

Second Track of the [Divača–Koper] Railway Line case, where even the protagonists were 
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the same and where the leaders of the then leading party in the Government – SMC – were 

strongly involved in the case at issue, Mr Vili Kovačič, as a participant in proceedings, 

requested that Judge Accetto be recused. He alleged that Judge Accetto cooperated with the 

political leaders of the SMC Party when drafting the Party’s programme. At the time of 

decision-making on his eventual recusal due to the appearance of impartiality, he expressly 

dismissed this claim, stating that he did not cooperate when the programme was being 

conceptualised and that hence there were no grounds for him to be recused. For this reason, 

my fellow Constitutional Court judges did not recuse Judge Accetto at that time.[1] But note 

well: Judge Accetto did not speak the truth at the time. And he knew he did not. He namely 

cooperated in the conceptualisation of the programme of the SMC Party, and very much so. 

He submitted relatively extensive and detailed written suggestions and considerations in the 

process of the conceptualisation of the Party’s programme. He sent them, inter alia, directly 

to Dr Brglez and Dr Cerar, and he also explained that formally he would not become a 

member of the Party, although he would remain a “silent supporter” (the quoted words are 

his own from these [written] exchanges). Since when deciding on his (non-)recusal I knew of 

his involvement in the conceptualisation of the programme, my conscience did not allow me 

to [not] vote in favour of his recusal – based on the untrue statement that Judge Accetto 

manifestly made when we voted on his (non-)recusal, namely that he was not involved in the 

conceptualisation of the programme – and I did not vote in the same way as the majority (i.e. 

to not recuse him), based on his untrue explanation. When I announced at the time that I 

would submit a dissenting opinion to his non-recusal (although I did not provide the reasons 

for such in the same detailed manner as I have done herein, I nevertheless indicated them in 

an abstract manner), there was a similar avalanche of pressure on me from some of my 

colleagues as is the case now, i.e. in the case at issue. At the time, I then abstained from 

drafting a separate opinion in order to calm down the judges, but I nonetheless maintained 

that my conscience did not allow me to vote in favour of non-recusal, because I was only 

able to vote in favour of recusal, and that is what I did. 

  

Judge Accetto did not speak the truth then, he misled the Slovene public, and one of the 

effects of this untruth was that he participated in decision-making in a politically charged case 

on the basis of untrue explanations that he provided when his (non-)recusal was being 

decided on. This is a severe irregularity incompatible with the role of constitutional decision-

making in a free democratic society. I am revealing it because a similar phenomenon just 

repeated itself. This same judge wishes, in order to protect the ostensible authority of the 

Court, and perhaps his own appearance in public, to relativise my true statement regarding 

the fact of how the reporting judge also in the case at issue, as she has also done a number 

of times before, accompanied the result-oriented decision-making of the Court with a 

statement that also verbally and expressly acknowledged such inappropriate decision-

making. Due to the fact that such practice during the proceedings occurs repeatedly, as 

obviously at the time of Judge Accetto’s (non-)recusal it was not a one-off excess, it is crucial 

for the citizens to realise in what kind of composition the Court is adjudicating in Slovenia. A 

court of such composition oversteps the constitutional procedural limits in a free democratic 

society. My conscience and the oath I took require me to state that directly and without 

whitewashing it. 

  

Finally, in order to protect my judicial independence, I should add that this same judge has 

agitated for limiting the possibility of submitting separate opinions. For instance, he proposed 

that the majority should have the possibility to submit replies to separate opinions, whereas 

http://odlocitve.us-rs.si/sl/odlocitev/US32062?q=U-I-59%2F17#_6ftn1
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the authors of separate opinions should not have the possibility to submit a rejoinder to such 

reply of the majority. The citizenry can also form their own opinion as to how “democratic” 

such a proposal is and regarding the spirit it reveals. 

  

  

  

Dr.Dr. Klemen Jaklič 

Judge 

  

   

 
[1] Order No. U-I-191/17, dated 11 January 2018. Consequently, also Order No. U-I-1072/18, 

dated 13 September 2018. 
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